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A B S T R A C T

In current literature two main approaches are used for the simulation of membrane contactors. One route
considers membrane modules only in 1D for process simulation applications, the other route focuses on 3D
simulation of modules using Computational Fluid Dynamics to provide very detailed information about mem-
brane mass transfer or geometrical influences on the module performance.

A new CFD algorithm is introduced in the current work. It is capable of performing both 3D and 1D simu-
lations using the same code – 1D to be used in fast process simulation applications whereas the 3D method can be
applied for fully resolved CFD applications. Using experimental results from pure gas permeation of a hollow
fiber module, it was demonstrated that 1D and 3D simulations compare with less than 2% deviation on a global
scale. Based on the 3D simulations, it was found that the arrangement of the fibers can lead to high velocity
zones close to the module walls. It was demonstrated that the 1D CFD method performs well even for almost pure
gases like CH4 at retentate side, by running simulations of a pilot scale biogas separation module in co- and
counter-current configurations.

1. Introduction

Efficient design of membrane units helps to improve separation
performance and to decrease the energy demand of the membrane
processes. This is not possible without having a comprehensive insight
into the underlying phenomena and it requires also performing sensi-
tivity analysis of the membrane systems [1].

There are different approaches for studying membranes, e.g. ex-
perimental studies (lab or pilot scale) or simulation approaches.
Experimental studies like permeation measurements on membrane
module level do not provide data on the inner flow structures of a
module or local effects as the concentration gradients along a mem-
brane surface. Of course it is possible to conduct experiments with
modules specifically constructed or equipped with sampling ports for
e.g. local flow measurements using optical methods [2] or concentra-
tion or pressure measurements however, they are usually expensive, in
some cases hard to perform and mostly provide point data which are
not sufficient for full understanding of the system. Compared to ex-
perimental studies, simulations are usually much easier and cheaper to
perform and also provide spatially resolved data for the whole geo-
metry [3].

Membrane modeling using process simulation approaches (1D) can
provide a reasonable insight into membrane processes for design and
optimization of these systems on a plant scale and it has been used in
various studies [4–10]. 2D simulations have been also performed for
both simulation of membrane processes and also individual membrane
units [11–13]. But 2D models are usually too time consuming for pro-
cess simulation purposes and they also miss the detailed representation
of the membranes compare to 3D simulations [14,15]. Full 3D dis-
cretization gives a very good insight into the simulated process (to
observe e.g. boundary layer effects like concentration polarization or
mixing promoters like spacers [16]). Using 3D simulation data mass
transfer or pressure drop correlations or relations can be derived to be
applied in the less detailed simulation methods e.g. black box and low
resolution modeling [17]. Although in the recent years the increase in
computers computational power has provided a very powerful infra-
structure for numerical solutions [18,19], fully resolved simulations
still need significant computational effort (simulation time demand and
hardware availability) due to the geometric complexity and size of in-
dustrial membrane modules. Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) or
numerical tackling of fluid flow, heat and mass transfer in the fluids is a
3D simulation approach, which can provide detailed temporal and
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spatial data. As for other numerical solutions, in CFD problems the
relevant physical domain should be discretized in time and space.
Therefore, CFD simulations are performed on computational grids [20].
CFD relies on physical models to provide the desired insight to the
phenomena therefore, it needs to be combined with experimental stu-
dies for support and validation of these models. Membrane simulations
using CFD can be mainly categorized in hydrodynamic studies and mass
transfer studies. On the one hand, in hydrodynamic studies, mostly
turbulence promoters and geometry modifications for creation of sec-
ondary flows have been investigated. On the other hand mass transfer
studies mostly focused on the region in the vicinity of the membrane
surface and are mostly limited to laminar flow regime while excluding
the design complexities of the modules [14,21–23].

The above literature survey shows that much effort has been made
on the modeling of membrane modules. 1D approaches are mostly
appropriate for process simulation investigations and by using appro-
priate models (e.g. concentration polarization, pressure loss etc.) also
for module level investigations [24,25] while 3D modeling approaches
are better for detailed insight into the membrane module. Usually using
2D approaches for detailed investigations are not very promising be-
cause they cannot provide the same details (and sometimes wrong
predictions – if the phenomena is 3D) as 3D simulations and in the case
of process simulation they can provide almost the same details at the
cost of slower simulations compared to 1D [15]. Although the hydro-
dynamics and mass transfer are inseparable and physically closely
linked, in many of the 3D approaches just one of the effects is con-
sidered. In some studies just the geometric effects are considered
without considering the change in the flow rate because of transmem-
brane flux. This might lead to wrong hydrodynamics predictions in case
of high transmembrane fluxes. On the other hand considering just the
transmembrane fluxes without hydrodynamics can also result in mis-
leading conclusions, e.g. ignoring the concentration polarization close
to membrane surface and the changes in the concentration layer be-
cause of the geometric effects caused by spacers or mixing promotion
devices. Furthermore all approaches described so far can just operate in
1D or 3D as the chosen approaches cannot handle both, which might be
interesting to give the user the flexibility to be able to choose between
the details and speed using the same code or software package.

In this study, a new CFD algorithm for modeling membrane modules
was developed which can also be operated in 1D mode for performing
process simulation modeling. The new algorithm was applied to the
simulation of a fully resolved module considering multi-component gas
permeation through a hollow fiber membrane module. The same solver
code was also applied to a more complex hollow fiber module by setting
it to a one-dimensional mode to overcome the drawback of high com-
putational effort. The results were compared to experimental data
showing good agreement, which proved the capability of the suggested

algorithm.

2. Methodology

In this study, a new algorithm for CFD modeling of membrane se-
paration is suggested. This new algorithm is based on a multi-region
approach which makes it capable of detailed modeling of hydro-
dynamic behavior of both sides of the membrane (retentate and
permeate). The algorithm also covers modeling of the trans-membrane
flux between retentate and permeate for multi-component separation
by providing a generic platform for implementation of different mass
transfer models. It also includes generic per-region turbulence modeling
and the capability to switch between 1D and full detail 3D membrane
modeling. The suggested algorithm was implemented in the open-
source platform OpenFOAM® [26] (version 4.1, 2016) with solution-
diffusion model (mainly for gas permeation) as mass transfer me-
chanism. The developed solver is capable of handling different phases
(liquid, gas) at both sides of the membrane, e.g. gas permeation [27]
(gas – gas) or pervaporation [28] (gas – liquid).

Two different membrane modules were simulated using the new
code: The first geometry is a small hollow fiber membrane module
(with 30 fibers, Area ~ 10 cm2) for gas permeation. Pure gas mea-
surements were performed in the lab on the module using three dif-
ferent gases. The module was simulated at the same operating condi-
tions in 1D and 3D configurations and the results were compared.

The second membrane module was a pilot scale gas permeation
membrane module with 800 fibers (Area ~ 0.38m2) which was used for
separation of multi-component biogas mixtures. Since the module was
too big for detailed 3D simulation it was only simulated using the 1D
approach. The results were compared to experimental data available in
literature.

3. Model development

There are various CFD tools available commercially and for free.
OpenFOAM® is a very promising free and open-source (released under
GNU license – GPL, version 3, 2007) CFD package written in C++
which has been being used and improved during time by lots of users
and core developers. Since it is open-source it gives the user the flex-
ibility to implement new models and algorithms and also modify and
optimize available models and algorithms for special purposes. The
OpenFOAM® code consists of a collection of official and contributed/
integrated solvers and libraries. An appropriate solver for a given si-
mulation task needs to be selected based on the required physical
models, and since the package is object oriented, additional libraries
can be linked to it. OpenFOAM® also benefits from the MPI paralleli-
zation which can simulate complex geometries with highly resolved

Nomenclature

CP heat capacity [J/(kg K)]
DAB diffusion coefficient [m2/s]
E activation energy [J/mol]
fD friction factor [-]
K thermal conductivity [W/(m K)]
p pressure [Pa]
R universal gas constant [J/(mol K)]
Re Reynolds number [-]
Se heat source term [J/(m3 s)]
Sm mass source term [kg/(m3 s)]
t time [s]
T temperature [K]
u velocity vector [m/s]
u average velocity [m/s]

x length [m]
Y mass fraction [kg/kg]

Greek letters

ρ density [kg/m3]
Π permeance [m3

STP/(m2 s Pa)]
µ dynamic viscosity [Pa s]
ν kinematic viscosity [m2/s]

Subscripts

i species i
P permeate
R retentate
ref reference value
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details [29].
The new algorithm for modeling of membranes was implemented

into OpenFOAM® community edition, version 4.1 (2016). The mem-
brane algorithm relies on solving of multiple conservation equations
including momentum, mass and energy for each membrane region
(retentate and permeate). Coupling between these regions is achieved
by integrated mass and energy source terms in the relevant equations.
In the following, the details of model equations and the full algorithms
for wrapping these equations are presented.

3.1. Momentum and continuity

Pressure and velocity for a compressible fluid are calculated using
the non-linear implicitly coupled Navier-Stokes and continuity equa-
tions [30].

∂
∂

+∇ =u
ρ
t

ρ.( ) 0 (1)

∂
∂

+∇ = −∇ +∇ ∇ + ∇
u

uu u u
ρ
t

ρ p μ. . ( )T
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where ρ [kg/m3] is the density, p [Pa] is the pressure μ [Pa s] is the
viscosity and u [m/s] is the fluid velocity. Both pressure and velocity
are unknown in solution of fluid flow and they need to be solved si-
multaneously. A well-known approach for solving Navier-Stokes and
continuity equations is the pressure implicit with splitting of operator
(PISO) algorithm which is suitable for non-iterative transient solution of
compressible and incompressible flows [30,31] but it can also be ap-
plied to steady state flows [32].

In the PISO algorithm an intermediate velocity field is calculated by
solving the momentum equations and based on the derived velocity
field all cell face mass fluxes are updated before the first pressure
correction equation is solved. Based on the pressure corrections, velo-
cities and cell face mass fluxes are updated and used in the second
pressure correction equation for calculation of new, improved pressure
corrections [32]. After correcting pressure and velocity field, other
transport equations (e.g. species, energy and turbulence equations) are
solved and the time is increased for the next loop. If the calculations are
performed in the transient mode time step size is controlled dynami-
cally using a maximum Courant number to ensure a stable and con-
vergent solution [33].

= ∆
∆

Courant number Co u t
x (3)

where u [m/s] is the velocity magnitude, Δt [s] is the time step size and
Δx [m] is the length interval (mesh size). Diffusion terms may be cor-
rected based on the predicted turbulent diffusion coefficient calculated
using applied turbulence model. However, since the Reynolds numbers
are low, in this study all simulations were performed in laminar con-
ditions.

3.2. Energy equation

Heat transfer across system boundary and also within the system
was described by the general heat transfer equation.

∂
∂

+ ∇ = ∇ ∇ +u
ρC T

t
ρC T k T S. . ( )P

P e (4)

T [K] is the temperature, k [W/(m K)] is the thermal conductivity
and CP [J/(kg K)] is the medium heat capacity. Se[J/(m3 s)] is the heat
source term and is calculated according to the phenomenon occurring
in the fluid. Se can be a volumetric source term e.g. the heat of reactions
for membrane reactors or it can be a surface heat source, which has
non-zero values just at the relevant boundaries, e.g. the latent heat of
evaporation for pervaporation, or the Joule-Thomson effect for large
pressure differences across the membrane for certain gases [34]. In this
study both, the small and the pilot scale modules the gas permeation

processes were performed at rather low pressures, therefore Se was
considered to be zero. Density and compressibility effects are calculated
based on the equation of state which will be covered in more detail in
Section 3.4.

3.3. Species transport equation

Species transport was solved using the species conservation equa-
tion:

∂
∂

+ ∇ = ∇ ∇ +u
ρY
t

ρY D Y S. . ( )i
i AB i mi (5)

where Yi [kg/kg] is the mass fraction of the species i and DAB [m2/s] is
the diffusion coefficient. Smi [kg/(m3 s)] is the mass transfer source
term for species i, which is calculated based on the phenomena hap-
pening in the fluid. If just transmembrane flux is considered, Smi is zero
everywhere except on the membrane boundaries. The Smi value on the
membrane boundaries is calculated based on the mass transfer me-
chanism relevant for the membrane type and process considered in the
application.

3.4. Physical and transport properties

Various physical and transport properties models in OpenFOAM®

can be selected at runtime. Among available gas models, the “Ideal gas”
approximation is suitable, since biogas processing is performed at ra-
ther low pressures [35](< 106 Pa, which is far below the critical point
for the selected gas components). Hence the ideal gas equation was
used:

=ρ p/(RT) (6)

where R [J/(mol K)] is the universal gas constant. The ideal gas visc-
osity was modeled using Sutherland's law [36]:
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This law gives the relation between dynamic viscosity (µ [Pa s]) and
the reference dynamic viscosity (µref [Pa s]) at a certain temperature (T
[K]) where S [K] is a constant. Other thermodynamic properties such as
heat capacities are calculated based on the Janaf polynomials [37].

3.5. Membrane model

Membranes are generally used in a wide variety of separation tasks
ranging from light non-condensable gases over polar and nonpolar li-
quids to more complex long-chain molecules in solution. Based on the
type of membrane a suitable mass transfer mechanism should be de-
fined for calculation of mass transfer source term Smi (Section 3.3). Gas
permeation membranes are a very common type of membrane which
are also used widely in biogas upgrading [38,39]. In this study for the
first proof of concept, gas permeation membranes were selected and
implemented into the suggested algorithm and relevant experiments
and simulations were performed.

The solution-diffusion mechanism is one well-established model for
modeling nonporous membrane films and consequently membrane gas
permeation. This mechanism is based on three main steps [40]:

– Sorption of the permeating components at the feed/retentate side of
the membrane

– Diffusion across the membrane
– Desorption at the permeate side

For mathematical formulation a relation between the driving force
and transmembrane mass flow for component i across the membrane
with area A can be applied.
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= −S Π A p p( )mi i i R i P, , (8)

The basic driving force in dense membrane transport is always a
difference in chemical potential in the two separate regions. This can be
reduced to fugacities for pervaporation and gas permeation and further
reduced to partial pressures for gas permeation under the ideal gas
assumption. As it can be seen from Eq. (8), in case of gas permeation the
driving force can be described by the difference of component partial
pressures (pi) at both sides of the membrane. The proportionality be-
tween mass transfer rate and driving force can be established by de-
fining a permeance Πi [m /(m s Pa)STP

3 2 ]. Permeance is a phenomen-
ological parameter which for common gases is the product of diffusion
coefficient and solution coefficient divided by the membrane thickness
[41]. Diffusivity depends primarily on the molecule size and solubility
describes the sorption coefficient to the membrane. It is also frequently
linked to a property of the gas called condensability. Therefore for
glassy polymers and non-condensing gases permeance for a specific
specie does not depend on the gas composition, but is mainly a function
of the membrane material and the temperature [42].

For modeling the gas permeation membranes the solution-diffusion
model was implemented as runtime selectable library and linked into
the new solver for modeling the mass transfer mechanism across
membrane.

3.6. Membrane solver

Fig. 1 shows the suggested algorithm for a membrane model based
on a multi-region approach for a transient implementation. In the case
of steady state simulations, no physical time step is used and the solver
iterates (loops over virtual time steps) until it converges. In this ap-
proach, membranes are treated as infinitely thin membranes. The cell
zones on both of the sides of the membrane are treated as separate
regions. The regions are coupled through the common membrane
boundary condition between them. At the beginning of a time step or
iteration the species transmembrane fluxes and heat fluxes through the
membranes are calculated using the fluid properties at the two sides of
the membrane (retentate and permeate) for that time step or iteration –
e.g. based on the partial pressure difference of the permeating species in
the retentate and permeate and the available membrane area for each
cell adjacent to the membrane surface. Since PISO is a non-iterative
algorithm, a sufficiently small time step should be used for yielding
accurate results in transient simulations [30]. Utilizing small time steps
in the case of transient simulations also ensures negligible changes in
the material and flow properties in each time step and therefore the
calculated fluxes and source terms can be considered to be constant
during each time step. After calculating source terms (which are con-
sidered to be constant in each time step or iteration after this update)
for species and energy for the membrane boundaries for all regions, a
loop over different regions is executed. In this loop, the membrane
boundary conditions are first updated for each region and then the PISO
algorithm is used to calculate the pressure and velocity. The suggested
algorithm proposes a segregated approach using the calculated pressure
and velocity fields for solving the other conservation equations itera-
tively [43,44], e.g. species transport, energy equation and the required
turbulence equations (based on the selected turbulence model - no
equations will be solved in the case of laminar simulation). Finally, the
fluid properties are updated using the new velocity, pressure, tem-
perature fields for each region and the algorithm advances to the next
region. After solving and updating the fields and properties for all re-
gions in the case of transient simulation the time step is calculated using
the maximum flow Courant number for all regions and the simulation
marches to the next time step (for a steady state simulation, the next
iteration).

The algorithm was implemented into OpenFOAM® as a new solver
“membraneFoam”. The solver algorithm consists of two main loops,
time loop and region loop (e.g. entire retentate or permeate), where the

calculations of each region are managed (e.g. retentate and permeate).
Models like membrane models, turbulence models and permeance
models can be advantageously added to the main solver as runtime
selectable libraries. That is the new models can be added to the solver
just by including them into the simulation settings at run time – without
changing and compiling the main solver. This simplifies the addition
and debugging of new models as they are independent from other parts
of the code.

Fig. 2 shows the membraneFoam flowchart including its de-
pendencies. In addition to the original libraries a few more libraries are
added to the solver for covering membrane models. In the original
OpenFOAM® code, diffusion coefficient is calculated based on the
Schmidt analogy (Sc = 1) which is mainly appropriate for gases at low
pressure and very low mass/mole fraction of the diffusing component
[45]. Therefore, a diffusion library has been added, which currently
covers two diffusion models, the first one using a constant diffusion
coefficient and the second model calculating the diffusion coefficients
based on the Schmidt analogy.

=Sc ν
D (9)

where ν [m2/s] is the kinematic viscosity and D [m2/s] is the mass
diffusivity. New diffusion models can be added to this library and they
will be available in the solver as runtime selectable models.

Fig. 1. Algorithm for modeling membranes (membraneFoam).
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The membrane model library inherits from the membrane I/O and
the permeance model libraries. The membrane I/O library is re-
sponsible for reading and writing the settings for membranes from
dictionaries. New models can be added to the membrane model library
in a similar way as to the diffusion model library and then being in-
cluded into the solver as runtime selectable models. For this gas per-
meation study, the solution-diffusion mechanism using Eq. (8) was
implemented to calculate the transmembrane fluxes based on per-
meances and the difference in the partial pressures on both sides of the
membrane.

Different (run time selectable) permeance models can be added to
the solver using the permeance library which currently features three
types of permeance models: constant, Arrhenius and multi-variate. The
Arrhenius model adds the temperature dependency to the constant
permeance based on the Arrhenius equation [46]:

=
−

Π Π e
E

RT0 (10)

where Π0 [m /(m s Pa)STP
3 2 ] is the constant and E [J/mol] is activation

energy. The multi-variate model can calculate the permeance as a
function of different variables e.g. pressure, temperature and con-
centration.

4. Experimental

The proposed model and implemented algorithm were tested
against two different membrane systems:

• A small module with 30 hollow fibers – experiments performed in
this study

• A pilot scale module with a few hundred hollow fibers [47] – litera-
ture values have been used

In the following, the characteristics and operating conditions of
these two systems are described.

4.1. Small module – pure gas operation

A hollow fiber membrane module (PermSelect, PDMSXA – 10 cm2)
with 30 fibers made of polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) was used for
performing experiments [48]. The module and its dimensions can be
seen in Fig. 3. Feed enters on the left hand side and retentate exits on
the right hand side. The module was operated in counter-current con-
figuration by closing the retentate side permeate outlet.

Fig. 4 shows the experimental setup used for the small membrane
module measurements. The feed flow rate was controlled with the
Coriolis principle based digital mass flow controller (CORI-FLOW®,
Bronkhorst Cori-Tech B.V., Netherlands). The retentate and permeate
mass flow rates were measured using a positive displacement flow
meter (Type Definer 220, Mesa Labs Inc) with integrated pressure and
temperature sensors to compensate for standard conditions with 1%
standardized accuracy. Pressures before and after module were mea-
sured using P3276 relative pressure sensors (Tecsis GmbH, Germany).
The Feed pressure sensor placed right before the inlet to the module had
a measurement range of 0–100 bar and the sensors used for permeate
and retentate (placed before flow meter to prevent excess pressures)
had ranges of 0–25 bar with all sensors having an accuracy of 0.5% full
scale.

Three pure gases (CH4, CO2, H2, all from AirLiquide or Messer,
quality 5.0) were passed through the membrane module and the
permeate flows were measured. Permeances were calculated based on
the solution diffusion assumption and the membrane area reported in
the membrane data sheet using the measured permeate flows. The
permselectivity of CO2 over CH4 calculated from permeances was ~ 4.
A list of gases, module properties and operating conditions are provided
in Table 1.

4.2. Pilot scale module – mixed gas operation

Membrane modules used in industry have commonly more than a

Fig. 2. membraneFoam flow chart with dependencies and linked libraries – the
red boxes show the available possibilities for adding new runtime selectable
models to the solver without modifying other parts of the code. (For inter-
pretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to
the web version of this article.)

Fig. 3. Small membrane module and its dimensions (mm).

Fig. 4. Flowchart of experimental setup for small membrane module mea-
surements.
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few hundred or thousand fibers. To check the validity of the proposed
model and implemented methods and workflow for simulating the in-
dustrial scale membrane modules, the code outputs were compared to
reported data in literature. The selected module is an aromatic poly-
imide (PI) hollow fiber membrane module with 800 fibers with an ac-
tive fiber length of 0.38m and a total of 0.38m2 membrane area [47].
Feed was entering the module at an absolute pressure of 9 bar and a
temperature of 316.45 K. The permeate absolute pressure was kept
constant at 1.1 bar.

Feed used for the experiments was a biogas-like mixture of methane,
carbon dioxide and oxygen with the volume fractions given in the
Table 2. The pure gas permeances are also listed in Table 2.

Results from different feed flow rates to achieve different stage cuts
(permeate flow related to feed flow) ranging from 0.15 to 0.65 for both
co-current and counter-current configurations are reported in [47].

5. Simulation boundary conditions and geometries

Two types of simulations were performed using the new solver:

• fully resolved 3D simulation of the small module

• 1D simulation of the small module and the pilot scale module.

Since the developed algorithm and solver are originally in 3D, a
special workflow has been developed for preparing and performing the
simulations in 1D. Since 1D simulations are just valid under certain
conditions – such as low concentration polarization or good inlet flow
distribution – a checklist for the most important assumptions has been
included into the workflow. Fig. 5 shows the proposed 1D-geometry
setup for a hollow fiber membrane module, including the regions (e.g.
retentate and permeate) for performing 1D simulation. The cylindrical
fiber wall is represented with a flat wall inside a rectangular box with
just one row of cells in the directions perpendicular to the flow direc-
tion per region. The area between regions is equal to one single fiber
surface area and the length in the direction of flow is equal to the
average fiber length. The cross sections perpendicular to the flow di-
rection are equal to the fiber cross section for the fiber side and to the
shell cross section divided by number of fibers for shell side, respec-
tively.

The workflow for utilizing the CFD code in 1D for different mem-
brane types can be summarized as follows:

1. The 1D module length should be aligned with the main (e.g. hollow
fiber axis) flow direction

2. The geometry should have the same length as the active fiber length
(represented by a mesh with any number of cells which is suitable
for resolution/accuracy) in axial direction

3. In the other directions the mesh should have just one cell per region
(retentate/permeate)

4. The interface between two membrane regions should have the same
width as membrane, e.g.:
a. Hollow fibers: the width should be the same as one fiber cir-

cumference
b. Flat sheets: the same width as sheet width

5. In case of a hollow fiber membrane the calculations just per one
fiber are done and then they should be multiplied by the number of

fibers. Also the overall module flow rate should be divided by
number of fibers and the velocity should be the superficial velocity
for a single fiber

6. Assumption of perfect flow distribution - equal flow rate in all
parallel fibers (perfect flow directions) and ideal concentration field
(low/negligible concentration polarization relative to the flow path
cross section)

7. Each region mesh should have the same equivalent cross section as
the corresponding module part, e.g.: Hollow fibers: the fibers region
should have the same cross section as one fiber and the shell region
should have area equal to shell side cross section divided by number
of fibers – for total mass flow the calculation result is multiplied by
number of fibers

8. Boundary conditions should be treated carefully based on each case,
e.g.:
a. Hollow fibers: the membranes surfaces as no-slip boundary and

coupled heat transfer between two regions. The other boundaries
(except for inlet and outlets) should be treated as slip (zero gra-
dient for velocity) and adiabatic since those boundaries are in-
troduced by representing a hollow fiber with a flat surface and
should therefore not affect the flow results

b. Flat sheet: the boundaries including the membrane as no-slip
boundary and also with heat transfer

5.1. Small module – pure gas operation

The hollow fiber membrane module with 30 fibers was simulated
both in 3D and in 1D configuration to compare both approaches and
check the validity of suggested methodology for the 1D simulation of
membranes.

5.1.1. 3D – fully resolved simulation
The small module shown in Fig. 3 was drawn with the CAD program

Catia® (V5, 2016). Mesh creation was done using the automatic mesher
snappyHexMesh (included with OpenFOAM® – version 4.1, 2016) re-
sulting in approximately 10 million cells with more than 99% hex-
ahedral and polyhedral cells. Fig. 6 shows the geometry of the module
and the mesh structure at two cross sections with an average mesh size
of around 10–20 µm near permeable walls. In order to have a sufficient
mesh resolution in the small gaps between fibers, a higher mesh re-
finement level was applied in this zones.

The types of boundary conditions for this simulation case are listed
in Table 3. The relevant boundary values (flow rates, temperatures,
pressures) for feed entering the module, retentate and permeate streams
are summarized in Table 1.

The high flow rates inside the fibers and low fiber cross section
compared to shell side makes the pressure drop on the fiber side more
dominant. As the current model neglects the wall thickness of the
membrane only the inner fiber diameter was implemented in the

Table 1
Gases, module properties and operating conditions for pure gas operation [49].

Species Feed flow [kg/s] Permeance [Nm3/(sm2 Pa)] Retentate absolute pressure [kPa] Permeate absolute pressure [kPa] Operating temperature [K]

CO2 1.39× 10−5 3.48× 10−10 400 80 298
CH4 5.56× 10−6 8.63× 10–11 401 80 298
H2 5.57× 10−7 8.34× 10–11 400 80 298

Table 2
Pure gas permeances and feed volume fractions [47].

Species Permeance Nm3
STP/(sm2 bar) Volume fraction

CO2 5.91× 10−5± 2% 0.345
CH4 1.59× 10−6± 2% 0.645
O2 1.36× 10−5± 2% 0.01
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geometry for representation of the fibers to enable better capturing of
the flow, pressure drop and the flow structures on both sides of the
membrane. Furthermore the larger cross section in the shell side keeps
the relative error due to membrane wall thickness smaller in the shell
side. Permeances were adapted based on this assumption [49]. The
hollow fibers were considered as tubular structures with smooth sur-
faces (selective membrane layer), with parallel orientation and with no
contact points between them. The simulations were performed in steady
state mode with second order linear discretization [50] applied to all
numerical schemes (e.g. gradient, divergence, laplacian etc.). With a
flow velocity inside of the fibers of around 2m/s and a fiber diameter of
190 µm the Reynolds number is around 50; the flow can be considered
as laminar flow.

5.1.2. 1D – global scale simulation
In the next stage the small membrane module was simulated as a 1D

module using the proposed procedure for using membraneFoam as a 1D
solver. The 1D geometry consisted of a simple cubic structure with the
properties as reported in Table 4.

The geometry and mesh were created using the OpenFOAM®

blockMesh utility with 200 cells in the main flow direction (along fi-
bers) and one cell per other directions per region. Since the module
operates in counter-current configuration, feed inlet and permeate
outlet are located at one side and retentate flow exits at the opposite
side. All the boundary conditions are set based on the guide lines given
in Section 5. The same boundary conditions and boundary values as
reported in Tables 1 and 3 was also applied to the 1D case. The same
models, discretization schemes and solution algorithm which were
applied to 3D case were also used for 1D simulation.

5.2. Pilot scale module – mixed gas operation

A pilot scale hollow fiber membrane module as explained in the
experimental section was modeled using the solver in 1D mode to check
the reliability, robustness and stability of the solver in simulation of big
modules for separation of multi-component gas mixtures. The simulated
membrane module had 800 fibers with an active fiber length of 0.38m
and a total membrane area of 0.38m2 [47]. Using the proposed
workflow the geometry was represented using a cuboid with the
parameters listed in Table 5.

The geometry and mesh were created using the OpenFOAM®

blockMesh utility with 200 cells in the main flow direction (along fi-
bers) and one cell per other directions per region. The feed flow entered
the module at left side (Fig. 5). In co-current mode the permeate outlet
was placed at the right end (close to retentate outlet), in counter-cur-
rent mode it was placed at the left end. The boundary conditions were
set as explained for the small module in the previous section. The flow
was considered laminar (Reynolds number below 50 for all inlet velo-
cities). Second order linear discretization schemes were used and si-
mulations were performed in steady state mode.

The same feed flow rates (at different flow rates to achieve various
stage cuts) as for the experiments were used for the simulation applying
the pure gas permeances and the feed volume fractions as listed in
Table 2. Because of the low CO2 partial pressure plasticization was
neglected for the membrane. Feed was entering the module at an ab-
solute pressure of 9 bar and a temperature of 316.45 K. The permeate
absolute pressure was kept constant at 1.1 bar.

6. Results and discussions

A grid convergence study was performed on both, the small module
(1D and 3D) and the pilot scale module (1D) to make sure about the
independency of the results from applied spatial resolution. The
permeate flow rates and also the mass fractions of the permeate flow
were compared for simulations with different mesh density. Since all
the simulations were performed in steady state mode the convergence
was checked by both physical and numerical monitors. For physical
monitor the species stage cut (permeate flow rate related to feed flow
rate) and for numerical monitor species mass fraction residuals were
monitored. Like original OpenFOAM® solvers, this solver can make use
of all available library based extensions present in this CFD code (e.g.
numerical schemes or solution algorithms, transient or steady state
solution algorithms).

The 3D simulations (small module) were performed in parallel on 40
CPU cores (AMD FX-8320E @ 23 Gflops Processors). Each of the si-
mulations took around 24 h to converge. For the 1D cases (small module
and pilot scale module) the time needed for running each of the simu-
lations on a single core was about 3–5 s on an AMD Phenom™ II X6
1045T (15 Gflops) Processor. The run times for these simulations are

Fig. 5. One dimensional module sample geometry and
mesh.

Fig. 6. Small module geometry and mesh at two cross sections (geometry:
Catia®, mesh: snappyHexMesh, Visualization using Paraview).

Table 3
Simulation boundary conditions.

Pressure Velocity Temperature Species

Feed Zero gradient Mass flow
rate

Fixed value Fixed value

Retentate Fixed value Zero gradient Zero gradient Zero gradient
Permeate Fixed value Zero gradient Zero gradient Zero gradient
Membrane Zero gradient No slip Coupled wall Permeable

membrane
Walls Zero gradient No slip Zero gradient Zero gradient

Table 4
Small module 1D geometrical parameters.

Representative quantity Value

Length Fiber length 0.0455m
Cross section Fiber cross section 2.8× 10−8 m2

Width Fiber circumference 6.0× 10−4 m
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very good in comparison with the time needed to perform the same
simulation on a single core with the same number of discretization
points with other process simulation codes, e.g. Makaruk et al. [47].

6.1. Small module – pure gas operation

The results of 1D and 3D simulations of the small module were
compared to experimental data. In the following, more details of the
results are discussed.

6.1.1. Velocity
The 3D simulations can provide spatial information; therefore using

3D simulations the velocities and velocity distributions for hydrogen
will be discussed. The other two gases showed comparable behavior in
the simulations. Fig. 7 shows the velocity distribution in the retentate
side of the membrane on the symmetry plane for hydrogen. The plot is
scaled 1:10 in the direction of the fibers. As it can be seen in Fig. 8 peak
velocity magnitudes and velocity profiles for the fibers in the symmetry
plane of the module are the identical (fibers with numbers 1–6 in
Fig. 9). The peak velocity for all fibers is around 3.9m/s. The parabolic
velocity profile in the fibers was expected as there is laminar flow on
the fiber side.

In Fig. 9, the contour plot of the hydrogen gas velocity on the
symmetry plane in the permeate side is shown. The highest velocity is
0.018m/s and as expected, it can be found in the permeate outlet, (for
enhanced visibility of the velocity gradient on the shell side, the velo-
city range was scaled to 0.004m/s). Since the membrane was operated
in counter-current configuration the flow in the permeate (shell) side is
flowing from right to left. By moving from right to left the total shell
side flow increases as it equals the integral of the transmembrane flux
over the fiber length. Fig. 10 shows the velocity profiles extracted from
permeate side at the positions marked in Fig. 9 on the horizontal lines
passing the center of the shell. The velocities are low at the feed en-
trance side (left), a maximum velocity is located next to the permeate
outlet. As the configuration is counter-current, the velocity decreases
towards the retentate outlet on the right hand side. It can be also seen
the velocities are higher close to the outer shell wall and by moving
towards inner fibers the velocity decreases and then increases at the
center of the module. This trend can be seen at all the positions due to
lower fiber density near the wall (Fig. 6b) and close to the center of the
module which leads to larger free flow cross section in these areas and
thus to lower resistance to flow. The velocities become zero at the walls
because of the no-slip boundary conditions at walls. Comparing the
velocities on the retentate and permeate side, the velocities on the
permeate side are much smaller and the relative velocities on both sides
of the membrane at different positions are almost the same. This jus-
tifies the assumption of dividing the flow on the permeate side by
number of fibers and considering an equally divided flow in the
permeate side for 1D simulations.

6.1.2. Pressure drop
Fig. 11 shows the absolute pressure inside a single fiber along the

length for the hydrogen pure gas case for both 1D and 3D cases com-
pared to the Darcy-Weisbach correlation. The pressure drop on the shell
side was negligible because of very low flow rates compared to the fiber
side. As it can be seen 1D and 3D cases predict almost the same pressure
drop of 1.5 kPa. The reason for the 0.5 kPa offset between the pressure

profile lines is that in the 1D case the inlet and also outlet parts of the
module are ignored in the simulation and consequently their pressure
drops are not considered in the 1D runs.

The Darcy-Weisbach [51] correlation was used for the calculation of
pressures drop inside the fiber along the length with assumption of a
fixed outlet pressure for both, the 1D and the 3D cases (400 kPa).

= +P f
ρ u

D
P

2D o
2

(11)

where L is the fiber length, D is fiber diameter, ρ if the density, Po is the
outlet pressure and u is the average flow velocity. Since the flow was
laminar (Reynolds ~ 14) in a smooth pipe, the friction factor ( fD) was
calculated using [52]:

=f
Re
64

D (12)

As it can be seen in Fig. 11 the pressure drop calculated by corre-
lation is around 0.8 kPa and it is less than the pressure drop from si-
mulations. In the CFD based simulations, more sophisticated boundary
conditions and flow phenomena compared to the correlation based
approaches (e.g. many of process simulation methods [3]) are applied,
e.g. mass transfer. This allows for local calculation of the actual flow
velocity and therefore more accurate pressure drop prediction.

6.1.3. Separation model performance
Table 6 shows the comparison of the simulation results for permeate

flow in 1D and 3D with experimental data. Reasonable agreement be-
tween simulations results (in both 1D and 3D modes) and the experi-
mental data with less than 2% difference can be observed. The reason
for the lower 3D simulation results compared to experimental results
can be attributed to neglecting complex fiber geometry e.g. twisted fi-
bers, which results in slightly lower membrane area in the CFD mesh
compared to the real membrane module. The deviations between 1D
simulation data and experiments can also be partially explained by
application of the simplifying assumptions (see Section 5 – 1D mem-
brane setup).

6.2. Pilot scale module – mixed gas operation

The pilot scale module was simulated using the 1D approach in both
co-current and counter-current configurations. In both cases the ex-
perimental data have 1% measurement uncertainty in the measured
concentration ranges. The simulations and experiments were performed
at different stage cuts to evaluate the separation performance of the
module.

6.2.1. Co-current flow
Fig. 12 shows the results for module in co-current configuration. As

it can be seen the results from the 1D simulations are in good agreement
with the experimental data from literature [47]. By increasing the stage
cut (decreasing the feed flow rate) the carbon dioxide concentration in
the retentate drops from 25% to less than 10% which results in higher

Table 5
Pilot scale module 1D geometrical parameters.

Representative quantity Value

Length Fiber length 0. 38m
Cross section Fiber cross section 2.5×10−7 m2

Width Fiber circumference 1.25× 10−3 m

Fig. 7. Velocity magnitude contour plots on the symmetry plane and the fibers
number on this plane for hydrogen – plot scaled 1:10 in fiber direction.
Numbers indicate fiber cross section for detailed evaluation in Fig. 8.
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concentration of methane in the retentate (over 90%). Overall, the re-
sults from simulation compare reasonably well to the available ex-
perimental data.

6.2.2. Counter-current flow
Similar simulations were performed on the same module also in

counter-current mode. As it can be seen from the results in Fig. 13,
similar to co-current operation mode, the CO2 concentration in re-
tentate decreases and CH4 concentration increases with increasing the
stage cut from 0.15 to 0.65. However, in counter-current operation
mode CO2 can be almost completely removed from retentate and the
CH4 purity of around 100% can be achieved. Counter-current config-
uration is preferential for practical application because of the optimum
utilization of driving force e.g. in biogas upgrading where more carbon
dioxide can be removed from mixture to obtain higher methane purity
grades. Again good agreement can be seen between simulation and

Fig. 8. Velocity magnitude for fibers extracted from line shown in Fig. 7 on the
symmetry plane for hydrogen.

Fig. 9. Velocity magnitude at the permeate side on the symmetry plane for
hydrogen – position marks are for data extracted for Fig. 10.

Fig. 10. Velocity magnitude at the permeate side for different positions shown
in Fig. 9 on the horizontal lines passing the center of the module for hydrogen.

Fig. 11. Comparison of absolute pressures from 1D and 3D simulation for H2

with pressures calculated using Darcy-Weisbach correlation.

Table 6
Feed and permeate flow rates for 1D, 3D simulations and experiment for pure
gas operation, the relative deviation between the experiment and simulation is
reported as percentage.

Species Feed flow
[kg/s]

Permeate flow
1D [kg/s]

Permeate flow
3D [kg/s]

Permeate flow
experiment
[kg/s]

H2 5.57× 10−7 1.96× 10−9

(1.0%)
1.93× 10−9

(0.5%)
1.94×10−9

CO2 1.39× 10−5 1.94× 10−7

(0.5%)
1.90× 10−7

(1.6%)
1.93×10−7

CH4 5.56× 10−6 1.62× 10−8

(0.6%)
1.59× 10−8

(1.2%)
1.61×10−8

Fig. 12. Comparison of gas concentrations at different stage cuts in the re-
tentate for co-current module: one-dimensional CFD code and experimental
data [47] – oxygen is shown on the secondary y-axis.

Fig. 13. Comparison of gas concentrations at different stage cuts in the re-
tentate for counter-current module: one-dimensional CFD code and experi-
mental data [47] – oxygen is shown on the secondary y-axis.
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experiment.

7. Conclusion

In this study a new CFD algorithm for modeling membranes is in-
troduced. This algorithm is based on a multi-region approach for
modeling different membrane module compartments as separate re-
gions e.g. retentate and permeate which are connected using the
membrane boundary. Mass and heat transfer through the membrane
boundary can be handled for any number of components (species). Each
region can have its own thermo-physical properties, turbulence models
etc. An implementation flow chart is suggested for modular im-
plementation of the suggested algorithm for easy expandability of the
available models. The high flexibility of the algorithm allows the use in
1D or 3D membrane modeling – depending on the desired results. The
implementation was done based on the open source CFD code
OpenFOAM®.

A workflow for performing 1D simulation using the developed al-
gorithm and solver is presented. The validity of the new algorithm and
developed solver was tested by simulating two modules with available
experimental data. A small hollow fiber module with 30 fibers to allow
also fast enumeration in full resolved 3D geometry was simulated both
in 1D and 3D for gas permeation of three pure gases (H2, CO2, CH4).
Simulations were compared to the experiments performed by authors
and a good agreement was observed with less than 2% deviation. In the
studied module the flow rates were higher at walls and in the center of
the module since fibers density was lower in these zones. In the second
case an pilot scale membrane module with 800 hollow fibers and
0.38m length was simulated in 1D only due to unreasonably high
computational demand in 3D. In this simulation the separation per-
formance of the module for a biogas mixture were studied. Different
stage cuts as well as co- and counter-current configurations were in-
vestigated. It was observed that simulation results were in good
agreement with experimental data. By varying the stage cut from 0.15
to 0.65 it was confirmed that in both configurations CO2 concentration
decreased in the retentate flow. In counter current configuration the
CO2 concentration can be reduced down to almost 0% which allows for
the production of technically pure CH4 at the retentate outlet.

Successful implementation and good agreement between simula-
tions and experiments demonstrate that the same algorithm can be used
for detailed 3D analysis of a module (investigation of geometrical ef-
fects like spacers or flow effects like concentration polarization) and
also at the same time can be employed for modeling much bigger
modules in 1D for fast and efficient process optimization (e.g. outlet
positioning, feed flow rate adjustment or operating pressures changes).

Future work will cover implementation of other membrane se-
paration processes (e.g. pervaporation, nanofiltration, reverse osmosis)
with different membrane types and the used of the code with alter-
native geometries such as hollow fibers, flat sheet, spiral wound and
cushion type. It will also be demonstrated how the 1D results can be
used to make 3D simulations more efficient by using them as initial
conditions. Also combining the 1D and 3D capabilities of the algorithm
can provide a promising tool for investigating the inlet and outlet
sections in detail (3D) combined with transmembrane flux in lower
detail (1D) for sake of accuracy and speed.
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